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ABSTRACT
In tlris study, an enclosure Jilled with fluid saturated porous medium is
considered. Initial
observations are tuken with all walls being isotlrennal.
Imposing adiabatic conditions on three walls and isotlrermal conditiott on leJt
vertical wall, a second stage of observations are carried out. Naturnl
convection takes place due to tlte temperature dffirence between the
isothermsl wall and the Jluid. Forced convection is induced by providing an
inlet at the bottom surface and a vent ut the top, facing tlte inlet. The problent
is solved using lhe modiJied Durcy flow moclel und energy equation for Jive
dffirent Rayleigh Numbers (1, 50, 100, 500, and 1000) and seven different
Peclet Numbers (0.1, 1, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100). The equations are solved using
standsrd Finite Element Method for considering three dffirent Aspect Ratios
of the cavity.
Keywords: Mixed Convection,Porous Media, Aspect Ratio, VentedCavity.
1 INTRODUCTION
Heat transfer by mixed convection in saturatedporous rnedia has attracted
worldwide attention owing to its fundamental importance & wide range of
applications.The overgrowingrequirementfor energy,the necessityto develop
effective technologies for nuclear waste management,transpiration cooling,
separation processes in chemical industries, building thermal insulations,
winding structure for high-power density in electric machines, packed-bed
catalytic reactors and numerous other applicationshave led to a considerable
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interestin convectiveheat transportthrough porous media. The sameprocesses
al'e also found naturally within living organisms, such as in biological
membranesand filters and the flow of blood or other body fluids. The pores iu
the media trapsfluid which can easily be subjectedto vaporization,condensatiorr
or to migration as a result of appliedpressuregradient.
A rich variety of important analytical,numerical,and experimentalresults
have been demonstratedin the books.by Nield and Bejan [], Ingham and Pop
1241, Yafai [5,6], Pop and Ingham[7], Bejan and Kraus [8], Inghamet al. [9j
and Bejan et al. [10], and the reviewarticlesby Hadim and Vafai I l], and Vafai
and Hadim [2] The technicalissuesof mixed convectionflow in porousmedia
have been concernedmainly with situationsin which buoyancy effects are
if not entirelydominant.So the flow regimeof interestis clearly the
substantial,
flow situationswhere buoyancyeffectsare substantialor dominant.
Henry Darcy'sexperimentalstudiesin 1856of saturatedwater flow through a
homogeneousporous medium containedin a vertical column have provided the
basis for the quantitative description of fluid flow in a wide variety of both
natural and engineeredporous medium environmentalsystems.Oddmund and
Tyvand [13] in 1979investigated
theoreticallyconvectioncurrentsin an isotropic
porous media. The supercriticalsteady two-dimensionalmotion, the heat
transportand the stability of the motion are investigated.Someof the resultsmay
be appliedin insulationtechniques.K. Vafai [4] analysedthe effectsof variable
porosity and inertial forceson convectiveflow and heattransferin porousmedia.
Specific attentionwas given to forced convectionin packedbeds in the vicinity
of an impermeableboundary. After establishing the governing equations, a
thoroughinvestigationof the channelingeffect and its influenceon flow and heat
transferthrough variable-porositymedia was presented.A. Younes [15] in 2004
developed an accuratefinite-volume Eulerian Lagrangian localized adjoint
method (ELLAM) for solving the one-dimensional variable coefficients
advectiondispersionequationthat governstransportof solutein porousmedium.
The method uses a moving grid to define the solution and test functions.
Numerical results for a constant-coefficientproblem and a variable-coefficient
problem ar€ very close to analytical and fine-grid solutions,respectively.The
porous layer is homogeneousand bounded by two infinite perfectly heatconductinghorizontalplanes.The criterionfor the onsetofconvectionis derived.
The supercritical steady two-dimensionalmotion, the heat transport and the
J. C.-F. & Wong, P. Yuan [16] showed
stabilityof the motion are investigated.
that the consistenfsplitting schemeinvolving a mixed finite elementmethod for
Brinkman-Darcy model
consideringthe influence of the Forchheimer-extended
in the momentumequationis appliedto double-diffusiveconvectionin a fluid-
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saturatedporous medium. It is shown that the method is robust and can
accuratelypredict flow, pressuredistribution,and temperatureand concentration
fields. The numerical schememay be an alternativeto some other existir-rg
methodsfor the solutionof porousthermosolutalconvectionproblemssinceits
implementation
is very handy.Mahmudand Pop [7] in 2006 studiedthe mixed
convectionin a squarevented enclosurefilled with a porous medium. They
determinedthe heattransfercharacteristics
varyingthe Rayleighnumber,Peclet
number, and the width of the inlet as a fraction of the height of the square
enclosureover long ranges.
In this paper our attention has been focused on a problem of mixed
convection.By providingan inlet and a squarevent,forcedconvectioncondition
can be imposedinside an enclosurefilled with porousmedium.Two different
boundaryconditionsare imposed.Initially all the walls of the enclosureare at
constanttemperature.Subsequentlyit is followed by another analysis keeping
only the left wall isothermal.The rest of the walls are adiabatic.The interaction
betweenthe buoyancy stemming from one or more heatedelementsinside the
enclosureand the imposedforced flow forms the topic of our investigation.
In this numerical analysis,different aspectratios of enclosure,different inlet
outletratios,differentinlet width to cavity width ratios,boundaryconditionsare
considered. The performance of the enclosure is determined by flow
visualization and by analyzing different parameterssuch as Bejan Number,
NusseltNumber and Entropy GenerationNumber. The results will help to find
out most effective Aspect Ratio.

2 BASIC EQUATIONS
At first, fluid flow are consideredto take place through an enclosurewhere
all of its walls are isothermalat a temp I,, (Fig.1 (a)) Afterwardsanalysesare
also conductedfor fluid flow through an enclosurewith only left wall being
isothermalwhile remainingwalls are kept adiabatic(Fig.1 (b)). There is an inlet
at the left corner of the bottom wall and the vent is on the left corner of the top
wall. The widthsof the inlet and vent are1 and O respectivelyas shownin Fig. I,
and in this study we have consideredI/O = 0.5. Buoyancyeffectsare induced
due to the difference in temperaturebetweenthe left vertical wall, 2", and the
through-streamtemperature,Ts, which has a constantvelocity, Vs,at the inlet of
the enclosure.The inlet forced flow is fixed at the inlet and the temperature
difference(7,, - n) consideredhereis positivewhich meansit is an aidingflow.
The assumptionsmade for porous media to preparemathematicalmodel are:
the fluid and the porousmediumare in local thermalequilibrium;the properties
of the fluid and the porousmediaare constant;the viscousdrag and inertiaterms
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Figure 1: Physicalmodel and the coordinatesystemof the cavity filled with
porous media
of the momentum equations are negligible, and the Darcy and Boussinesq
approximationsare valid. Under theseassumptions,the conservationequationfor
massbecomes:

9*9=o
dx dy

(t)

The momentum flow inside the enclosurecan be modeled by the Darcy flow
model [1], by using the assumptions.This constructsa relationshipbetweenthe
flow velocities at a certain direction to the pressuregradientin that direction in
vector form is,

K
v=-(-gradp+P9...
p

(Z)

wherev, K, p, p, andg arethe velocityvector,permeability,viscosity,
pressure,and gravity vector, respectively.The permeability K is an empirical
constantwhich may define a length scalesquaredof pores.Darcy's law becomes
invalid in this kind of situationbecauseit neglectsthe effectsof solid boundary
or the effects of a solid boundaryor the inertial forces of the fluid flow. These
effects are expectedto be significant where the porosity of the medium is high.
Again the Darcy flow model is applicablewhere the order of magnitudeof the
local pore Reynolds number,basedon the local volume averagedspeed(lvlt/2)
'and Krl2 is smallerthan 1. Taking curl on the
both side of Eq. (2) with the
assumption,
v = ui + uj + 0k and g = 0i + gj + 0k,
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we can get
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equation,
where g = g y Eg. (3) has no pressureterm. Finally, the energy
accordingto Nield and Bejan [1]' is
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and
Finally,the equationof energyflux densityvectoraccordingto Mahmuds.
Fraser[18]is
I_t
(8)
r,= E,i+E;= *l;Vl| + Cp(r'rs) I - kgrad(r)"'
vertical
wherex, y are the Caftes;n coordinatesmeasuredin the horizontaland
alongx- andy-axes,and? is thefluid
u, v atethevelocitycomponents
directions,
resPectivelY,
temperature,
We definethe streamfunction ty , in theusualway as
dty
u ==dy

dw
v-

dx

(e)
.(10)

equationsare
SubstitutingEqs. (9) and (10) into Eqs. (3) and (4), the following
obtained:
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where Ra and Pe are the Rayleigh and Pe'clet numbers for a porous medium
which are defined by

dr

Ra=
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It is worth mentioningthat the Rayleigh number may be either positive, T* > Ts
(aiding flow) or negative, T* 1 To (opposing flow), respectively.But in our
study, as mentionedbefore, only the aiding flow is considered.The final steadystate flow and heat transfer characteristicswill be presentedin the subsequent
sections.
2.1 Boundary Conditions
It is mentioned before that the temperature of the isothermal walls , 2., is
assumedto be lK. The temperatureof the flow passingthrough the inlet, Zp,is
consideJedto be 0K above the freezing point of water. So, the boundary
conditionsof Eqs.(11) and (I2) are
BoundaryCondition for all walls being isothermalLeftisothermalwall: t// =0,
T=T*= 1 on x=0, 0<y<H,
...14(i)
Inlet:

T=To=0 on

Rightlsothermw
a la l l : t / / = 0 ,

T =T*= I on
T =T*= | on

Toplsothermalwall:W=0,

T=7,=l

V=-xVo,
Bottomlsothermalwall: yr =9,

Outlet:

dtu ^
:j-=0,
dv

AT = 0
^

)=0, 0<,r<L.. 14(ii)
y = 0, I<xSW ... l4(iii)
r=W,

0<y5H...

on 1l=H, O<x<W,..

4(iv)
14(v)

ony-H,0<.r<O ... ...14(vi)

dv

BoundaryCondition for left wall isothermal & remainingwalls being adiabatic...15(i)
L e f t i s o t h e r m a l w a l l :W = 0 ,
T=T*=1on
J=0, 0<y<H,
Inlet:

V =-xVo,

T=To=0 on 1l=0, 0(.r<I,

BottomAdiabaticwall:ty=-IxVo, 9=
dy
R i g h t A d i a b a t i c w a lW
l: =-lxYo,

A,r

O ony=0,

I(x(W,

onx=W, 0<y<H,

... 15(ii)
15(iii)

l5(iv)

;=0
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It shouldbe noticed that the vertical velocity component,v, is numericallyequal
to Vsat the inlet. Hence the stream-functionvalue at the inlet can be obtained by
integrating v from Eq. (10) with respect to x between the limits 0 and 1/l/. This
givesthe boundarycondition (14(ii)) forty. The other three Isothermalsurfaces
of the cavity are connectedtogether,and hencethey all have the sameconstant
value of t// - - 1xV6 For the inlet flow, the temperatureis known and it is set
numericallyequal to zero.
The assumptionof outlet boundary condition is not easy. Convection is
assumedto be dominantin the outflow throughthe vent. The conductionthrough
the outlet will then be almost negligible. Hence the temperature gradient
AT
(l=0)
is assumedto be zero at the outlet. Several authors used such a
dy
boundarycondition for the energy equation at the outlet boundary; for example,
Prasadet al. [19] for porousmedia and Angirasa l20l for non-porousmedia.It is
seenthat Eqs. (11) and (12) subject to the boundary conditions (14 and 15)
involve three parameters,namely, Ra,Pe, and I/!V. The relative magnitude of the
Rayleighand Pe'clet numbersdeterminewhich of the two mechanismsof forced
or free convection flow is predominant.

2.2 PhysicalQuantitiesof Interest
The physicalquantitiesof interestin this problemare the local Nusselt
number,Local Entropygenerationnumber,Bejan Numberand EnergyFlux
Density.
ThelocalNusseltNumberalongthe isothermalwall is definedby

N ur =" u= - ! - ( { )

(16)

Aft0x/

andthe averageNusseltnumberalong the hot wall is defined as
H

N u - .=
, !

Il'"'=oV'
-

[0,
The local Entropy GenerationNumber is defined by
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The definitions of different parametersin Eq. (I2) to Eq. (13) are as follows:
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The local Bejan Number is defined by
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and the averageBejan Number is defined as
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From Eq. (3.8) we can obtain the .r and y componentsof energy flux density.
They are

+c,r)-r#
o",(tf
",=

(2s)

u,=0,,(t*+cl)-r#

(26)

So, local energy flux density is
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Similarly the averageenergy flux density is
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The unstructuredgrid system, as shown in Fig.2, is used for the present
computations. All the above mentioned equations, accompanied with their
boundary conditions, are discretized by a finite element formulation. The
numerical solution procedure adopts the well known semi-implicit SIMPLE
algorithm. The convergence criteria are set as the relative residual of all
variables,including mass, all velocity componentsand temperature,less than
10 5.Validated CFD softwareis usedfor the numericalsolutions.
j"....

t'r
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Figure 2: Generatedmeshfor analysis

3 VALIDATION
For validity resultsof this study is comparedwith Mahmud and Pop [17]. The
data arc taken from the Table 4 of that paper which represents the value of
Average Nusselt Number for adiabatic aiding flow situation where the aspect
ratio is 1, inlet width to cavity width ratio is 0.25 and the inlet width to outlet
width ratio is 1. From the Fig.3 it appearsthat the numericalanalysisdone in our
study produces such results which is almost equal to the results of Mahmud and
Pop.
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Figure 3: Variation Nuuuwith Ra for different Pe/clet Numbers(Adiabatic Aiding
Flow, AR=l, WN=0.25,VO=l)
The next figure (Fig.a) shows Isothermal line and stream lines for AR:,l
IIW:0.25. Pe:0.1. Ra:100. It is observedthat the resultsare almost similar as it
is done in this study.
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Figure 4: (a) Isothermallines (b) Streamlinesfor AR:I, IIW:025, Pe:O.1,
Ra:100

4 RESIJLTS AND DISCUSSION
When all the walls are isothermal; Fig.5 (a) shows the isothermal lines for
different Aspect Ratio, IIW:0.25,I/O:0.5 Ra:l and Pe:0.1. The variation of
isothermal lines with the changeof aspectratio is observed.It is evident from the
figure that initially the isothermal lines are well spread towards right wall but
gets confined near the left isothermal wall as aspect ratio (AR:2) increases.
Thus it can be concluded that the rate of change of temperature increaseswith
increasing of aspectratio & decreaseswith decreasingof aspectratio. Again the
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isothermallines cover less area of the porous media as aspectratio increases.
Fig.5 (b) demonstrates
the isothermallines when adiabaticboundaryconditions
are applied. It is apparent from the figure that near the isothermal wall the
isothermal lines are denser as the aspect ratio reduces and the spread of
isothermal lines increaseswith the increase of aspect ratio. Thus it can be
concludedthat the rate of changeof temperaturedecreaseswith the increaseof
aspectratio. Again the isothermallines cover more areaof the porousmedia with
the increaseof aspectratio.
Fig.6 (a) showsthe streamlines
forl/W=0.4, VO=0.5,Ra=1 and Pe=O.1.The
variationof streamlinewith the changeof aspectratio is observedwhen the walls
areisothermal.As the aspectratio increases,
consequently
densityof streamlines
at the right isothermal wall
increases.At low aspect ratio, the fluid flow
continueswith formation of vortices .The vortex size decreasesas the aspect
ratio increaseand thus facilitatesheat transfer& recoveringof lost energy.
As depicted in Fig.6 (b), streamlines follows almost similar trend to
isothermalcondition when adiabaticconditionsare imposed.The only noticeable
differenceis the delay of vortex formation & its subsequentincreaseof size with
increaseof AR due to adiabaticboundaries comparedto that with all isothermal
walls.
Observationon the constantBejan Number line for different aspectratio.
UW=0.5,VO=0.5, Ra=l and Pe=O.1has been depictedin Fig.7(a). Constant
Bejan number does not show any significant change with variation of aspect
ratio. When only left wall is isothermal& others are adiabatic then Fig.7 (b)
showsthe constantBejan Number line for different aspectratio, VW=0.5, VO=1,
Ra=l and Pe=O.l.These
figuresshow the variationof Bejan numberwith aspect
ratio. From the figure it is evident that as the AR increases,the Bejan contour
increases
and for different inlet width it variessignificantly.
On the other hand , for different aspectratio, VO=0.5, different Rayleigh
numberand Pecletnumber,AverageEntropy GenerationNumber Ns,,uincreases
with the increase of Aspect Ratio & moves towards a steady value. From
Fig.S(a) it is observedthat the valueof Ns.uincreasesby2I0Vo,243.27o200.67o
, 2 1 2 . 2 8 V1o4, 1 . 9 3 6 V o , 7 4 . 6, 75 o8 . 5 5 7 af o r P e = 0 . 1 , 1 , 5 , 1 0 , 2 0 , 5 0 , 1 0 0
respectively
when aspectratio increasesfrom 0.5 to 2 for VW=0.1, VO=0.5,
Ra=100.
Fig.S (b) shows the variation of Average Entropy GenerationNumber with
AspectRatio for different Rayleigh number & Pecletnumber.It is evident from
these figures that Nsuu increaseswith the increase of Aspect Ratio. From
Fig.S (b) it is observedthat the value of Nsouincreasesby 159.87o,1567a,
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1 3 7 . 6 V o1, 0 9 . 9 V o , 6 7 . 5 7 o , 3 9 . 6 7 , 7 6 . 3 f8oVr oP e = 0 . 1 , 1 , 5 , 1 0 , 2 0 , 5 0 , 1 0 0
respectivelywhen AR increases
from 0.5 to 1.5for VW=0.1,VO=0.5,Ra=100.
From the Fig.S it is evidentthat for high Pe, the Nsouis higher and for low Pe,
Nsuuis lower. It is found from this study that value of the Ns,,uis the maximum
where Ra and Pe both are the maximum and it has the minimum value when Pe
is the minimum but Ra is the maximum. From these observations we can
commentthat for the situationswhereforced convectionis dominatingthe rate of
entropygenerationis high but for mixed convectionsituationsthe rate of entropy
generationis lower.
Fig.9 (a) showsthe variationof AverageNusseltNumber with AspectRatio
for different Pe. It is evident from thesefigures that for low PecletnumbersNu,,u
increaseswith the increaseof AspectRatio. From Fig.9 (a), it is observedthat for
Pecletnumber (0.1, 1) the value of Nuuuincreasesby 31.4Vo,24.5Vo.
But as
PecletnumberincreasesNuuudecreases
with increasingAR. For Pe=10,20,50.
100 Nuoudecreases
by I0.8Vo,3.8Vo,4.87o,7.187o,7.537o
when aspectratio
increases
from 0.5 to 2 for VW=0.1,VO=0.5,Ra=100.
Fig.9 (b) shows the variation of AverageNusseltNumber with Aspect Ratio
for different Pe. It is evident from this figure that Nuou decreaseswith the
increaseof Aspect Ratio. From Fig.9 (b) it is observedthat the value of Nu,,u,
increasesby 6.I2Vo,l.2Vofor Pe= 0.1, I and then follows a decreaseof 15.9o/o,
30.62%o,
47.O3Vo,
57.47o,42.37ofor Pe= 5, I0,20,50, 100respectivelywhen AR
increases
from 0.5 to 1.5for VW=0.1,VO=0.5,Ra=100.It is alsoevidentthat the
rate of change of Nu.u is higher for higher Ra. At AR=0.5, VW=O.1, VO=0.5,
Ra=50,Pe=100for all walls Isothermal the value of Ns"uis 8I.217O7but for left
wall adiabaticand restwalls isothermalNsouis 84.47173
From Fig.9 it is also evident that as the PecletNumber increasesthe value of
From this analysisit is alsoclearthat for high
averageNusseltNumberincreases.
PecletNumbers,Nuuuincreaseswith the increaseof the value of Ra and for low
PecletNumber Nuuudecreaseswith the increasingof Ra. For a particularPe, Nu.,,
is the highestfor mixed convectionsituation.Table I showsthe numerical values
of AverageNusseltNumber for different Aspect Ratio and at different boundary
conditionsfor Pe=10,VW=O.1and VO=0.5.
Fig.10 (a) showsthe variationof AverageBejan Number with aspectratio
for different Pe. It is evidentfrom this figure that Be^uincreaseswith the increase
of aspectratio. It is observedfromFig.l0 (a) that the valueof Be^uincreasesby
1 5o ., 5 8V o , 3 3 . 1 6 %4,2 . 8 2 V o , 2 0 . 4 6f7oor P e = 0 . 1 , l , 5 , 1 0 ,
4.037o,3.757o,7.4V
20, 50, 100 respectivelywhen aspectratio increasesfrom 0.5 to 2 for I/W=0.1,
VO=0.5,Ra=50.
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Table l: Values of Average Nusselt Number for different Aspect Ratio and at
different boundaryconditionsfor Pe=10,UW=0.1 and VO=0.5
All walls are isothermal

Ra=1

Ra=50
Ra=100
Ra=500

Left wall is Isothermal,remaining
wallsareadiabatic

AR=O.5
AR=l
AR=2
AR=0.5
AR=l
AR=1.5
2.367834 1.215259 0.608591 2.960986 2.494 2.024954
2.104044 1.046838 0.554921 3.891656 2.632 1.969932
1 . 8 0 6 1 9 0.90626 0.508465 4.412873
2.58 1.875746
0.724795 0.412423 0.296742 3.641727 1.802 1 . 3 2 4 1 2 2

Fig.10 (b) shows the variation of AverageBejan Number with Aspect Ratio
for different Pe. It is evident from this figure that Beuu increases with the
increasingof Aspect Ratio. It is observedfrom Fig.l0 (b) that the value of Be,,u
increases
by 6.8Vo,8Vo,I57o, 25.4Vo,36.22Vo,
3I.8Vo,22.567ofor Pe= 0.1, 1, 5,
70,20,50, 100 respectivelywhen AR increasesfrom 0,5 to 1.5 for I/W=O.1,
VO=0.5,Ra=50. At AR=0.5, VW=0.1, VO=0.5, Ra=50, Pe=100 for all walls
Isothermal the value of Beuu0.055352but for left wall adiabaticand rest walls
isothermalBe""-0.036948.
From Fig.10 it is evidentthat as the value ofPe increasesBeavdecreases.
It is
found from this analysisthat Beuuis the lowest for low Ra and high Pe and Be^uis
the highestfor low Pe and low Ra.
Fig.ll (a) demonstratesvariation of Average Energy Flux Density with
Aspect Ratio for different Pe. Euudecreases significantly with the increaseof
aspectratio. The decreaserate is higher at low aspectratio but slows down at
high AR. Referring to Fig.ll (a), value of Euudecreasesby 72.3Vo,71.3Vo
for Pe= 0.1, 1, 5, 10, 20,50 and 100
,66.6Vo,64.7Vo,66.77o,78.9Vo,89.L67o
respectivelywhen aspect ratio increasesfrom 0.5 to 2 for I/W=0.1, VO=0.5,
Ra=100.
Fig.l t (b) shows the variation of AverageEnergy Flux Density with Aspect
Ratio for different Pe. It is evident from thesefigures that Euudecreaseswith the
increaseof Aspect Ratio. It is observedfrom Fig.l 1 (b) that the value of E,,u
decreasesby44.7Vo,45.8Vo,49.77o,53.37o,60.775Vo,79.003%o
forPe=0.1, 1,5,
10,20,50 and 100respectivelywhen AR increases
from 0.5 to 1.5 for VW=O.1,
VO=0.5,Ra=100.At AR=0.5, UW=0.1,VO=0.5,Ra=100,Pe=100for all walls
Isothermal the value of Eouis1.859998but for left wall adiabaticand rest walls
isothermalE,uis 2.I49I77.
Fig.11 also showsthat AverageEnergyFlux Density (E"") increaseswith the
increaseof Pe. In this study it is also observedthat E,u decreaseswith the
decreasingof Ra.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
The present numerical study examined and explained two-dimensional,
steadymixed convection flow in a porous squarevented cavity for two different
boundary conditions; all walls being isothermal and all walls being adiabatic
exceptleft vertical wall. The transformedequationsof Darcy and energyin nondimensionalform have beensolvednumericallyusing the finite elementmethod.
Governing parameterschosen are Pe , Ra, yW, AR which are varied in the
range0.1 < Pe < 100 , 1< Ra <5000,0.1< yW < 0.5, 0.5< AR < 2 .It is clear
from the resultsthat aspectratio hasconsiderableinfluenceon the flow and heat
transfer characteristicsin the cavity. Isotherms,streamlinesshow substantial
variationin their patternor magnitudefavoring convection for increasingvalues
of aspectratio whereasconstantBejan Number lines remain unaffected.Average
Nusselt Number, average entropy generation number, average Bejan Number,
averageenergy flux density either increasesor decreaseswith changing AR.
Thesefluctuationsalso vary for different Rayleighor Pecletnumbers.

6 NOMENCLATURE
AR

Aspect Ratio, =WW

Be

Bejan Number, = -:;-

HTI
J*"n

Beou

AveraqeBeian Number
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lt

Cp
E
E
Eou
E,
Ey

Specific heat at constantpressure,JkgEnergy flux Density in vector form, Wm-3K- I
Local energy flux density, WmaK- I
Average energy flux density of the cavity, Wm-3K-l
x-componentof energy flux density, Wm{K- l
y-componentof energy flux density, WmrK- 1

FFI

Fluid Friction lrreversibility,Wm-3K- ', = !-(u'

g
I
H
HTI

T,K'

Gravitational accelerationin vector form, m/s2
Value of Gravitational acceleration,m/sz
Cavity height, m
Heat
Transfer
Irreversibility,
'
-'t1
l-.

+ r')

Wm-3K-

t,

r l(ar\" f ar)"
I
- | |

=---;l l-:-l*l

fffla"/ taY)l

I
t

Width of the inlet, m
Unit vector in x-direction

j

Unit vector in y-direction
permeability of the porous medium, m2
Thermal conductivity of the fluid, Wm'rK-r
Unit vector in z-direction
Local Nusselt Number

K
k
k
Nu

Nu"+

wall, = -+fg)
LocalNusselt
Number
attheIsothermal
AT ( 0x /,=o
H

l*"'=oW'

Nuu"

Average Nusselt number of the Isothermal Wall, - !-

Ia,
Ns

Number,=
LocalEntropyGeneration
+

Nro,

Number
AverageEntropyGeneration

O
p

Width of the vent,m
Pa
Pressure,

pe

Petlet number,='il
d^
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Pr

Prandtlnumber,=pCplk

Ra

RayleighNumber,=

SFou
STou
-,gn
gen

8KBQ, _T)H
d^V

Average Fluid Friction Irreversibility, Wm-3K- t
Average Heat Transfer Irreversibility, Wm-3K- I
Local entropy generationrate, Wm-3K- I

s{

Characteristic
transferrate,Wm-3K-',=W

t
T
Ts
Tw

Time, s
Fluid Temperature,oC
Temperatureof the through flow at the inlet, oC
Temperatureof the isothermal vertical wall, oC
Temperature Difference between flow at the inlet and isothermal
wall, oC, =T*-To
velocity componentsalong y-axis, m s'l
velocity componentsalong y-axis, m s-l
velocity vector, m s-'
Volume of the sample,m3
Absolute value of the velocitv of the forced flow at the inlet. ms-r
Width of the cavity, m
Cartesiancoordinates,m
Cartesiancoordinates.m

AT
u
v
V
Vs

w
x

v

H"T;

Greek Symbols
0m
Effective thermal diffusivity, m2 s-r
coefficientof thermalexpansion,K-l
B
o

a

Ratio of composite material heat capacity to convective fluid heat
capacity
Porosity of the porous medium

p
p
v

Density of the fluid, Kgtf

(v)

voluine-averagedquantity,

t//

StreamFunction

Dynamic viscosity of the fluid, Pails
kinematicviscosity,mzs'r

=+
ryl

vdv
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